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Robert Morgan

17th June 2020
My Ref: 2020 Vic Parl Inquiry / Submission Robert Morgan

The Secretary
Economy and Infrastructure Committee
Parliament of Victoria
EAST MELBOURNE 3002 (by email)

Dear Madam/Sir,
INQUIRY INTO THE INCREASE IN VICTORIA’S ROAD TOLL
I am pleased to provide your committee with this submission.
I am a traffic engineer and road safety engineer with over 45 years of professional
experience (mostly in Victoria, but also widely across Australia and in the UK), including in
consulting, working for a UK New Town corporation, working with the Federal Office of Road
Safety and in local government traffic engineering. I have been the principal author of a
number of state and national guidelines and standards, including Austroads’ guides for the
investigation and treatment of crash locations and for road safety auditing. In 1991-1993
and again in 2002-2003 I represented local government engineering interests on VicRoads
advisory groups on speed limits.
My recommendations are set out on pages 3, 6, 12, 18, 28, 30 and 35.
Should you require additional information or clarification on any aspect of my submission,
do not hesitate to contact me. Should your committee wish to discuss my submission with
me in person, I would be pleased to assist.

Yours faithfully,

ROBERT MORGAN
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1.

The current Victorian Towards Zero Road Safety Strategy 2016-2020
and progress towards its aim of a 20 per cent reduction in fatalities with 200 or less lives
lost annually by 2020

Seeking to Achieve Zero
Victoria’s Towards Zero strategy is based on Sweden’s Vision Zero. It is to be achieved here
through adoption of the ‘Safe System’, which also has this Zero objective. The Safe System
originated within VicRoads in 2004.
The Zero objective is to achieve:

Zero fatalities and serious injuries from any collision on our roads.
There is discussion that this might be achieved by about 2050. In the meantime, there are
interim targets – as per this Terms of Reference heading.
The Origins of Seeking to Achieve Zero
Vision Zero was developed in Sweden in the early 1990s and adopted by the Swedish
Parliament in 1997. It has since been hailed as a ‘paradigm shift’ in road safety thinking.
However, this was not the first ‘vision of zero’ adopted by the Swedish Parliament. In its
drug policy of 1978, the Swedish Parliament set the vision of a drug-free society for
Sweden. It has since been reported (Cohen, 2006) that this policy, with its zero tolerance
for illicit drugs and its high levels of enforcement has resulted in higher levels of drug use
in Sweden than in other European countries, such as Greece where there has been little
enforcement. More worryingly, it has resulted in higher death rates from drugs in Sweden
– for reasons that include people in trouble not seeking help because their behaviour has
been criminalised.
This is not a glowing endorsement for any strategy that seeks to achieve a Zero outcome.
You only have to look at Sweden’s approach to the COVID-19 pandemic, compared with
Australia’s1, to realise the folly of adopting another country’s approach to a social issue
without understanding the social context. High level decisions made with the best of
intentions have consequences – not all of them intended or positive.
Outcomes in Sweden
Sweden set itself the interim road safety targets of:



halving its fatalities, and
reducing its serious injuries by one quarter

- by the end of 2020, compared with the average of numbers for 2006, 2007 and 2008.

1

Sweden’s decision, on the advice of a single expert, to not implement a community lockdown has resulted in
a COVID-19 death rate (per capita) in Sweden ten times that in Norway and 100 times that in Australia.
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It would be reasonable to conclude from the graphs on the previous page that, as a new
intervention strategy launched in August 2015, Towards Zero has been a failure.
Problems with Focusing on Fatal and Serious Injury Collisions
As mentioned on Page 4, Victoria’s Towards Zero strategy and the Safe System have the
objective of achieving Zero fatalities and serious injuries from any collision on our roads.
Unfortunately, focusing on fatal and serious injury crashes is likely to be
counterproductive.
Consider the following:
In 2013, Andreassen referred to a 1987 study by SWOV (in the Netherlands) which
compared the distribution of injuries on parts of the body to the distribution of
disabilities, and commented ‘The disability problem seemed to be, to a large
extent, a problem amongst slightly injured, 83%.’ From this Andreassen concluded
‘These results suggest that all levels of treated injury need to be considered, not
just serious injury.’ [Hence my recommendation on the previous page]
‘injury levels are not accurately reported’ (Turner, Lydon et al, 2017)
The difference between a serious injury and a non-injury crash can be:
 a split second (e.g. right angle crash into the driver’s compartment or into a
bumper bar), or
 a 15 cm change in impact position (e.g. a side impact into the head or into the
shoulder)
The obvious conclusion is that more fatal and serious injury crashes are likely to be
eliminated if we look at ALL crashes, and not just those recorded as fatal or serious injury.
In other words, any ‘paradigm shift’ we make (in line with the Safe System and Towards
Zero) to focusing on fatal and serious injury crashes will be counterproductive.
Thus, in this aspect, the current Towards Zero strategy is fundamentally flawed in its
approach. The objective of ‘zero fatalities and serious injuries’ should be removed from
any state road safety strategy, because aiming for this will leave us more off-target.
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I will finish this section with an illustration of silly, unsafe outcomes that happen when the
Safe System approach is adopted without question and pre-existing, effective road safety
procedures are forced to adapt to it.
Much of my professional work has involved using my road safety engineering skills and
experience. This includes:
 investigating and treating accident blackspots (applying engineering treatments to
reduce or eliminate a crash problem, based on understanding crash causes), and
 road safety auditing of road design plans, using the same skills and experience.
Traditionally (since 1994) road safety audits of designs have sought to reduce or eliminate
potential crash problems of any and all severities. The diagram below illustrates this: in
the left column the different crash severities are listed in order. On the right side, the blue
shaded area shows how road safety audits look at potential crashes of any severity. You
can also see the smaller area outlined in red – this is the 1% of crashes that the Safe
System concerns itself with: fatalities and serious (disabling) injuries.

Due to the commitment of all jurisdictions and all agencies to the Safe System, Austroads
(the umbrella grouping of state and territory road authorities) has recently published a
revised guide to conducting road safety audits (Austroads 2019). It includes the following:
‘Road safety audits . . . are completed by applying Safe System principles . . . by
eliminating fatal and serious injury crash potential’, and
‘The focus of the audit will be to consider key crash types that may lead to fatal or
serious injuries and kinetic energy generation and their management’
In other words, the Safe system requires that road safety audits no longer consider the
whole range of potential crashes (the large blue shaded area in the right column), but only
consider the small pink shaded area in the next column to the left. Because more fatal and
serious injury crashes will be eliminated if we consider all crash severities (see page 7), this
Safe System instruction means fewer potential serious crash problems will be addressed.
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2.

The adequacy and scope of the current driver drug
and alcohol testing regime

Introduction
[I have no comments regarding drugs]. Drivers’ Blood Alcohol Concentration (BAC) may
well be next great road safety battle in Australia. There are many well-meaning people
with good intentions who wish to see the legally-permitted BAC of 0.05% reduced.
It is a battle that does not need to happen.
Before discussing relevant data, there are two background matters (a) and (b):
(a)

Zero is Not Possible

Zero was not possible with drugs in Sweden (page 4). It is not possible on the roads in
Sweden. And zero deaths and serious injuries are not possible on the roads in Victoria.
Belief that ‘zero is possible’ distorts public policy: it leads to the adoption of ineffective
actions which waste public money and (like Sweden’s zero tolerance and excessive
enforcement with drugs) put restrictions on the community that have no useful purpose.
Early on, during the 2020 COVID-19 lockdown we recently had severely restricted access to
our roads and very low traffic volumes. One can imagine this to be the ultimate ‘safe
system’: “Stay at home unless absolutely necessary!” Yet even with this restriction and
Victoria’s police issuing more infringement notices for alleged violations of the ‘curfew’
than in all other states and territories combined3, fatalities and serious injuries – while
reduced – were nowhere near zero. What level of restriction do you imagine will be
necessary to achieve zero, in what is an inherently risky activity?4 Restrictions on
individuals without good community purpose are little better than tyranny.
The late Frank Haight, a respected US transportation researcher commented on the threeway tussle in transport policy: to maximise safety, maximise mobility and minimise cost
(Haight 1994).

3

The Age Fri 5th June 2020
The objective should not be to achieve Zero; it should be to align perceptions of risk with actual risk and to
take actions which are effective – and cost-effective – in minimising the number and severity of crashes.

4
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He pointed out that:
‘A little reflection will show that any two parts of this triad can be reasonably well
satisfied at the expense of the third. The goal of public policy is to optimize all three;
this seems to be nearly impossible.’
So when advocates of the Safe System or Towards Zero say that zero is possible, or life is
sacrosanct, or we have a moral duty to eliminate death on our roads, consider also the
following comment by Frank Haight:
‘If the transport community treats safety superficially, it is true a fortiori [with even
greater evidence] that the safety community treats transport issues – if at all – with
contempt. At best, authors writing about safety brush mobility aside as being of no
consequence.’
Zero deaths and serious injuries are not possible without an extreme curtailing of mobility
and/or an extreme financial cost to the whole community. Consider this when assessing
proposals to reduce the BAC limit or increase restrictions and penalties around BAC.
(b)

“Road Safety Should be Considered as a ‘Public Health Issue’ ”

Safe System proponents argue that road safety should be addressed as a ‘public health
issue’.
What this term is commonly understood to mean is applying a population-level strategy
whenever a low-level risk is spread widely across a community. The aim is to reduce the
total community risk by lowering the amount of risk for everyone by a small amount.
An alternative approach is to identify high-risk individuals and seek to reduce their risk by
a large amount. I will call this ‘high risk intervention’.
Both these strategies, in theory, will result in a lower average risk across the community.
Harper, 2009 describes the application of both strategies to one particular disease
(glaucoma). So, while medicine uses both strategies, when road safety people talk about
‘the public health approach’, it means the former strategy: reducing the total community
risk by shifting everyone’s (i.e. the low-risk group’s) risk down by a little amount each.
An example of applying these strategies in road safety is with speed (which I will discuss
under Term of Reference 3.):




Lowering all speed limits (to lower than typical travel speeds) and enforcing those
lower limits is an example of the ‘public health strategy’ approach: it’s applied to
the whole community which already has a low risk. Reducing the speed enforcement tolerance (as was done with ‘Wipe Off 5’ in 2000-2002) is another example.
Focusing speed enforcement on drivers who exceed reasonable speed limits by a
significant amount is an example of the ‘high risk intervention’ approach.

Now consider drink-driving . . .
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Legal Blood Alcohol
Concentration (BAC) Limit
0.02%
0.02%

Country
Sweden
Norway

Percentage of Road Deaths
That involved Alcohol
24%
13%

0.05%
0.05%
0.05%
0.05%
0.05%
0.05%

Australia
Greece
France
New Zealand
Germany
Netherlands

17%
25%
29%
27%
7%
11-24%

0.08%
0.08%

United Kingdom
USA

13%
29%

Ross et al (1992) reported that before Sweden reduced its BAC limit from 0.05% to 0.02%,
alcohol was found in the blood of 24-29% of deceased drivers. The more recent
information in the table shows that this has not much changed since the legal BAC limit
was reduced. Prior to 1990, the mean BAC of deceased impaired drivers was 0.17%, much
the same as in the USA where it was 0.16%, leading Ross et al to conclude:
‘the deterrable [people who could readily be deterred from drinking and driving]
may have been eliminated from the roads [in Sweden], leaving a highly dangerous
minority of alcoholics.’
Conclusions
Were the legal BAC limit in Victoria to be reduced from 0.05% to 0.02%, we could expect
the same result: there would be no change in the percentage of road deaths involving
alcohol. The hardened drinkers would still be on the roads and the reasonable people who
are already a low risk would be penalised for no good purpose. There would certainly be
no improvement ‘towards zero’.
Given that an easing in the severity of
drink-driving laws in Sweden led to a
significant decrease in crash fatalities
(see footnote on previous page), it can
be expected that the April 2018 increase
in severity of penalties in Victoria (automatic loss of licence for anyone ever caught with a
BAC of 0.05% or more) will lead to an increase in crashes of high severity, not a decrease.
As parliamentary representatives of our community, you are not being anti-road safety if
you reject calls to reduce the legal BAC limit of 0.05%.
Recommendations: Review the effectiveness of recent changes to drink driving laws, once
an adequate amount of crash information is available. Take strong action to ensure that
the existing legal BAC limit of 0.05% is not reduced. Reject the ‘Public health strategy’
approach and the idea that ‘Zero is possible’.
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drivers who’ve been driving within speed limits that were set earlier9). It’s not about those
who are high risk while they travel at excessive speeds for the conditions: they are already
being dealt with. Is the curve exponential, like it is with drink driving? Yes it is (see pg. 22).
Why do I say that speed limits lower than those that take account of 85th percentile
speeds10 are ‘low risk’? See Myths 3 and 5, in the next section.
The Safe System approach to speed management is about ‘harm minimization’. This
sounds sensible. However, it means taking action to avoid fatal or serious injury crashes
even where the likelihood is extremely low: if some crash type could happen, then assume
it will happen11. One issue for you as parliamentary representatives to consider is ‘Is this
sustainable – or cost-effective?’ (Refer back to that safety / mobility / cost conundrum on
page 14). Is the saving of every life on our roads (the pursuit of Zero) economically
achievable and is it any more worthwhile to spend that money on road safety, rather than
on, say, medical education, training nurses or preventing suicides?
It is this absence of likelihood which makes the Safe System approach to speed
management unsustainable.
Facts and Popular Myths
There are more opinions about speed than about most other areas of road safety (or it
that just my opinion?). A diversity of views based on evidence is good, but opinion per se is
rarely helpful. I will try to establish the points I make, quoting research and study results.
Myth 1:

The Speed Limit = The Travel Speed of Vehicles

The biggest error of fact and logic people make about speed is:
 to mix up speed limits with travel speeds (or use the terms interchangeably), and
 to assume that a speed limit determines actual travel speeds. It does not.
Quayle (1999) describes several studies where unreasonably low speed limits were raised
and the travel speeds either stayed the same or fell. Silcock et al (2000) in the UK advised:
‘It is clear from our surveys that drivers generally make their own assessment of the
speed at which they will drive, irrespective of the speed limit, based on their own
judgement of the road environment.’
Therefore speed limits are of limited value unless there is enforcement – or a perception
of enforcement. Even in Victoria, enforcement cannot be everywhere.

9

Generally, those earlier speed limits were set, considering 85th percentile speeds (about more soon).
85th percentile speed means the speed at or below which 85% of vehicles are observed to travel under freeflowing conditions past a nominated point.
11
For example, a car could run off the road on a 50 km/h local street or on a 60 km/h undivided arterial road
and it could hit a pedestrian. At these speeds the result would be serious, or even fatal. It could happen, but
across the whole road network, experience shows it is extremely unlikely. The Safe System says that if it can
happen, then we must manage speeds so that result of such an unlikely collision is not serious or fatal.
10
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So when the TAC tells us that Every speed has a consequence.
– that’s a myth as well.

Myth 4:

Most crashes involve driver error, so the way to fix this is
to directly modify that driver behaviour – or do more driver training

The most frequent contributor to crashes is human error (which is ultimately a behavioural
issue, involving perceptions and decision-making). That’s the ‘cause’. But this does not
mean the ‘solution’ lies directly in this area: it has been known for a long time that it is far
more effective to re-engineer the road to elicit safer responses than to try targeting the
behaviour directly15. Thus effective speed management requires much more than lower
speed limits, which are an example of trying to directly modify driver behaviour.

Myth 5:

Using 85th percentile speeds to determine speed limits
is just letting drivers decide how fast to go – and that’s not safe

85th percentile speeds16 used to be the main (but certainly not the only) factor in
determining speed limits. They were the starting point. Using them required a level of
trust in drivers. In my observation, trusting drivers is the antithesis of the Safe System.
Quayle 2015 comments that ‘The 85th percentile is no more than a statistically convenient
way of recognizing that 9 out of 10 people do the right thing.’ I agree.
Most people ‘drive to the conditions’ and the 85th percentile speed is the expression of
this. What determines this speed? What are the conditions most people drive to? Without
consciously knowing it, they select a speed based on the road characteristics (e.g. width,
number of lanes, alignment), the level of traffic, the type of roadside development and the
level of activity on the roadside.

15

I have no reference for this. It is one of the fundamentals in the ‘human factors’ side of road safety
engineering. An example is roundabouts to prevent right-angle crashes, rather than driver training or telling
drivers ‘Be careful, look both ways!’ The roundabout physically slows vehicles and simplifies decision-making.
16
85th percentile speed means the speed at or below which 85% of vehicles are observed to travel under freeflowing conditions past a nominated point.
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Over the past 15 years there has been a determined effort by Safe System proponents to
demolish the legitimacy of 85th percentile speeds in setting speed limits17. Indeed, for the
Safe System to have any legitimacy it was essential that this be done. That job has been so
successful that organisations that should know better now make comments like:
‘Just because a road has always had a certain speed limit, doesn’t mean that the
speed limit is safe for that road. Our thinking has progressed since many of Victoria’s
speed limits were set years ago.18’
To me, this shows a lack of understanding of (a) what has been achieved before, and (b)
the research outcomes referred to in Myths 1, 2 and 3. ‘Our thinking’ probably hasn’t
‘progressed’, so much as it has accepted current Safe System dogma.
Speed limits based on 85th percentile travel speeds require less enforcement than lower
limits. Where limits are reduced, there is no automatic reduction in crashes (see Myth 2),
so in countless cases the reduction in speed limit has no safety benefit – and it requires
greater enforcement effort and costs people money in fines for no good purpose. We have
had a lot of speed limit reductions in the past few years, but (as the graphs on page 6
show) overall serious injuries have increased by 33%, rather than dropping.
Obviously speed management is an important part of the safe management of our roads.
But it has to be targeted, effective and evidence-based. Where there are sections of road
where drivers’ (or other road users’) perceptions of risk are at odds with the actual risk,
then we need to take action. But lowering speed limits is too often the easy (& ineffective)
option, when other more effective actions are needed (see diagrams on page 23).
Examples of urban speed limits that are typically close to 85th percentile speeds are:
Four-lane, undivided traffic routes
Divided roads with frequent driveways
Divided roads with few or no driveways

60 km/h
70 km/h
80 km/h

If (as is true) most drivers will select a speed close to the 85th percentile speed, then a
lower speed limit is ‘public health strategy’ action: seeking to reduce the risk to the whole
population, by lowering the risk for all of them by a small amount. But as seen with the
Wipe Off 5 campaign (see page 22), there is no crash reduction to be achieved if this is
done as a blanket action. It has to be targeted to where there is a crash problem known to
be amenable to resolution by lower speeds. And it may well be that physical alterations to
the road (to physically or subliminally alter speeds) will be more effective than a lower
speed limit. Such designs require skills that these days are sadly scarce.
The logical conclusion is that the public health strategy approach to speed management
(reducing all speed limits to lower than 85th percentile speeds) is not effective.

17

It is beyond the scope of this submission to explain in depth why 85th percentile speeds are as legitimate
today in setting speeds for safe outcomes as they used to be. The examples in Myth 2 illustrate some of the
reasons. For a fuller explanation see Chapter 7 in my book on the Safe System (Morgan 2018)
18
Submission 53 to this enquiry by RACV, page 17.
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A Lack of Honesty and Transparency
The Safe System was developed in an era of declining professional engineering and
scientific skills in government. The original Safe System framework (page 8) included the
requirement that road users be ‘Alert and compliant’, setting up an attitude amongst
people in charge that ‘We, the experts, know better than you. We know what’s best for
you. We make the decisions – you just need to comply.’ It’s the micromanager’s credo.
There is no trust of road users with this. As mentioned on page 23, using 85th percentile
speeds when setting speed limits requires a level of trust in drivers. That no longer exists.
The overwhelming community response to the COVID-19 pandemic restrictions shows that
Australians place a large amount of trust in experts who advise governments. In the case
of road safety that trust is not being returned. Take the example of speed enforcement
tolerances. So far as I know the enforcement tolerance in Victoria is 5 km/h (Travel at 6
km/h above the limit and you risk getting booked). But this is top secret. What a fuss there
was in 2007 when the South Australian Police Commissioner inadvertently revealed it19.
The then Premier, Steve Bracks was quoted as saying:
‘We do not accept the position of having an identified tolerance which people can
travel to, which means, effectively, speeding on our roads and more accidents.’
But that, of course is not correct: we have seen under Myth 3 that a 5 km/h decrease in
travel speeds during the Wipe Off 5 campaign led to no reduction in crashes. And that is
another secret: amongst all the discussion on the TAC website about that campaign and
mention of the campaign’s ‘success’, there is no mention at all about its impact on crashes.
The fact that it had no effect on crashes (identified by Bobevski et al 2007) is a TAC secret.
The City of Yarra trial of a 30 km/h local area speed limit through 2019 (in a municipality
already covered by 40 km/h signed limits) has been quietly sidelined in 2020. In August
2018 the Council website, in anticipation of the trial, announced:
‘There are lots of ways we could make cars slow down, by building speed humps or
implementing other costly changes to road infrastructure.
‘This approach [30 km/h area signs] is different because it focuses on changing
attitudes and behaviour to achieve positive change, rather than spending money on
road works.’
It wasn’t a ‘different’ approach. It was a discredited pre-scientific approach, trying to
directly modify driver behaviour. The embarrassing result of the trial (Lawrence et al,
2019) was that travel speeds reduced insignificantly (1.1%, from a mean of 27.6 to 27.3
km/h), while the speed reduction in the adjacent 40 km/h control area was greater (2.7%,
from a mean of 29.4 to 28.6 km/h)! There is no information on 85th percentile speeds.
There was no attempt to assess the effect on crashes, except for a theoretical assessment
of ‘risk’. Other ‘positive’ conclusions from the study are no more than clutching at straws.

19

Sydney Morning Herald 5th July 2007
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Melbourne’s M80 Ring Road freeway has variable speed limits to manage the traffic. The
objectives include maximizing peak period capacity and minimizing crashes and incidents.
Speed cameras are in place on this freeway. When conditions are very congested a 40
km/h speed limit is used. Sometimes in this condition, gaps in traffic open up and drivers
naturally increase their speeds by 10 km/h or so to fill the gaps. This creates no adverse
road safety problems and can help smooth out traffic flows. But at locations where there
are speed cameras – and because the speed limit enforcement tolerance in Victoria is only
5 km/h – drivers have been fined for travelling over the speed limit in these conditions.
From personal communication I understand that requests by the road’s managers to have
this pointless enforcement stopped have been refused by those responsible for managing
the speed camera program.
Each of these examples illustrates a lack of trust in the public. Those people proposing,
approving and managing Safe System-based speed limits seek to micromanage us as we
drive, because they are convinced they know what is best for our safety. Rigid adherence
to low tolerances is simply intolerance. And information that might empower us or
enlighten us about the effectiveness of the restrictions and enforcement – but which
doesn’t fit the Safe System narrative – is hidden from us.
In August 2018, retiring Federal Public Service Commissioner John Lloyd was reported as
saying Australia is being deluged by ‘do-gooders’. Although Australia had a reputation for
healthy scepticism about authority, ‘today this scepticism is not evident’ he said. ‘I think
there is a danger the diversity of views and opinions that go to good policy advice could be
stifled by pervasive group think dictated by what is politically correct.20’
US author Brigette Hyacinth (2018), discussing workplace management says:
‘Micromanagement is a complete waste of everybody’s time. It sucks the life out
of employees, fosters anxiety and creates a high stress work environment.’
‘Micromanagement will eventually lead to a massive breakdown of trust.’
She comments that ‘Trust is the foundation of any relationship . . . and when it’s broken, it
is extremely hard to repair’.
What then for road safety when the community’s trust in road safety ‘experts’ eventually
evaporates, as people realise that they have been paying for do-gooders to engage in a
confidence trick at the public’s expense; that so many of the restrictions placed on them by
the Safe System and Towards Zero have no genuine road safety justification?
I refer you to item 2 in the Over-arching philosophy of my alternative Safety Star System
framework, on page 10: ‘Most road users are reasonable people (The 9 out of 10 Rule).
Treat them so.’ This is a more honest, effective and sustainable approach.

20

‘Do-gooder deluge’ a risk to good policy, The Australian, 8th August 2018.
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Speed Enforcement Measures and Speed Management Policies: What Needs to Change
Recommendations:







Restore credibility to speed management by de-coupling Victoria from the Safe
System and from attempts to achieve zero fatalities and serious injuries.
Restore credibility to speed management by insisting that speed limits be evidencebased, and that crash likelihood be included in how crashes are considered.
Restore credibility to speed management by restoring the place of 85th percentile
speeds as the starting point when setting speed limits.
Require that all 10 km/h increment options be retained (i.e. recommend against
‘simplifying’ speed limits by deleting, for example 70 km/h and 90 km/h limits).
Review the speed enforcement tolerance regime, with a view to increasing
tolerances – given the lack of crash reduction benefits in reducing them.
Require that the adopted speed enforcement tolerances are published and publicly
available.

In my item 9 below, I discuss issues around the loss of professional experience and skills. I
make other recommendations there that impact on speed management policies.
As parliamentary representatives of our community, you are not being anti-road safety if
you adopt the above recommendations. Rather, road safety will benefit and the
community will have more confidence in speed management actions.

4.

The adequacy of current responses to smart phone use,
including the use of technology to reduce the impact of smart phone use on driver
distraction

I have no submission to make on this topic.

5.

Measures to improve the affordability of newer vehicles
incorporating driver assist technologies

I have no submission to make on this topic.

6.

The adequacy of current road standards and the road asset
maintenance regime

I have no submission to make on this topic – except see the examples in Section 9.

7.

The adequacy of driver training programs and related funding
structures such as the L2P program

I have no submission to make on this topic.
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8.

The adequacy and accuracy of road collision data collection

Background
Crash severities are categorized as:
 Fatal,
 Serious Injury,
 Non-serious Injury (called ‘Other Injury’ in Victoria), and
 Non-injury (or Property Damage Only – PDO)

These three all
make up the term
‘Casualty’

Since 1990, PDO crashes have not been reported in Victoria (Queensland recently started
doing the same). Given that different crash types can have different severities21, and there
are more PDO crashes than other crashes, in Victoria we have had poor crash data for 30
years. In effect, we have a very poor idea of the incidence of crashes on our road network.
Information Sources
Crash data comes from information collected and recorded by the police. There is a
standard set of data that is recorded (This data set was originally developed by the Traffic
Commission/ RoSTA and later enhanced with sub-categories). In addition, police usually
make a computer-based sketch and write a description of events. This information used to
be available via ‘CrashStats’ – either publicly accessible (without the police sketch and
description) or on a restricted basis (all the information).
In the past few years the system has been converted to RCIS (Road Crash Information
System) – which contains all the information, and publicly accessible summary information
which is linked with other information in a state government data base.
Current Issues
The one time I tried to access the publicly available data it was difficult to access and it
contained insufficient information for me to draw any useful professional conclusions. A
major part of the problem is that it is part of a larger state government data set and not a
stand-alone, purpose-built data set for road safety practitioners.
A far worse problem exists. For any useful assessment of crash causes and circumstances
at a site22 road safety engineering professionals need to see the police sketch and police
description. Invariably there are errors in the coded data; access to this police sketch and
description is often the only way to make a robust assessment. This information has
always been available to professionals on a ‘restricted’ basis, as personal details may be
included (but are not always). We used to sign a written agreement with VicRoads.

21

This means you cannot simply multiply the number of casualty crashes at a site to get a true picture of the
total number and type of crashes occurring there. E.g. a greater proportion of rear-end collisions tend to be
non-injury.
22
E.g. which lane were they in; did they stop; was it a case of going through a red light; any health issue (e.g.
seizure); etc. This information is used to establish the nature of repeated patterns of crashes, in order to
develop effective engineering blackspot treatments.
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But this access to the ‘restricted’ information (i.e. the police sketch and description) has in
the past few years ceased. VicRoads refuses to allow this information to be made available
to consultants, due to privacy concerns. It is said that privacy legislation prevents VicRoads
from making this restricted information available. It is made available to local government
under written agreements with each local government Council.
The point needs to be made that no one has ever come across any breach of
confidentiality in the past 40 years, when the restricted information was more easily
available. I have seen this information for all that time and have never disclosed it to
anyone else. Nor has any other road safety consultant, to the best of my knowledge. We
use this information to establish patterns, so reports only include aggregated data and
other information that’s publicly available (e.g. time of day, lighting, travel directions, etc.)
An enormous amount of public expenditure – as well as an enormous amount of effective
trauma reduction – relies on the accurate assessment of crash causes. The information
needed to make these assessments (i.e. the restricted information) exists, but due to
privacy concerns it is not readily available, outside VicRoads and local government. A
further complication is that with the loss of skills and lack of staff in VicRoads, officers
invariably don’t have the time or experience to assess the restricted data adequately.
The result is that public money is probably being wasted on ‘wrong’ solutions and
ineffective treatments for crash problems, because the good existing crash data is not
being used, due to concerns about some possible, theoretical breach of privacy – which
has never happened in 40 years23.
Discussions are taking place between Department of Transport officers and consultants to
try and resolve this problem. I remain hopeful. But similar discussions took place three
years ago and got nowhere, due to concerns by those providing legal advice to VicRoads.
An effective solution exists without any large expense to government: we don’t need a
government officer to go through each crash record to redact personal information; we
just need written agreements that (a) facilitate timely access to the important data that
exists, and (b) require those in possession of the information to treat it confidentially.
What is needed from your committee is a strong recommendation that existing ‘restricted’
crash information is, with safeguards, made easily available to road safety professionals.
Recommendations:
 That you recommend that all legal impediments to road safety professionals having
timely access to restricted crash information are removed, while still ensuring
private information about people involved in crashes is treated with utmost
confidentiality, through written agreements with the Department of Transport.
 If necessary, Victoria’s crash information be stored in a stand-alone data base.
 Improve crash data in Victoria by also recording non-injury crashes.

23

This is very ‘Safe System’ if you think about it: a restriction has been put in place on the basis that something
might go wrong, without any regard to likelihood.
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9.

Other Relevant Matters (not one of the specific Terms of Reference)

The Loss of Experience and Skills in the State Road Authority
Here is a photo taken at the
launch of Victoria’s Towards
Zero road safety strategy on
26th August 2015 (Photo
courtesy of the TAC). With
then Road Safety Minister
Luke Donnellan (centre) is
Mr Joe Calafiore, CEO of the
TAC and then Assistant
Commissioner Doug Fryer of
Victoria Police.
Who is missing in this
photo?
Why is there no one from the state road authority, considering the issue is road safety?
It’s a long story (about 25 years long by 2015).
During the 1980s the technical skills and experience in VicRoads’ predecessor
organisations were at a high level, having been augmented with the creation of the Road
Traffic Authority and the Road Construction Authority. Then, by around 1990,
neoliberalism took hold across western societies and the mantra was small government:
private enterprise was so much more efficient than those pampered public servants.
Since then, state governments of both persuasions have, time and again, cut the number
of engineering and other technical professionals in VicRoads to the point where it is now a
hollowed out shell24. It has insufficient mass for knowledge to be kept and passed forward.
If there is one primary cause of the problems I have described in my submission –
principally the Safe System approach, its consequences and the resurgence of pre-scientific
notions about how to approach road safety – it has been successive state governments
since ~1990 who, while saying road safety is so important, have constantly eroded the
technical skills of the main government agency responsible for the safety of our roads25.

24

Of course, since July 2019 ‘VicRoads’ has, in theory, ceased to exist. Due to public outrage at the deplorable
state of numerous major rural roads, what was left of the hollowed out, under-funded rural regions of
VicRoads were re-badged as Rural Roads Victoria. By July 2019 the rest had been sliced and diced into Major
Road Projects Victoria, the Department of Transport, Road Safety Victoria, etc. [Note: I hold no flame for
VicRoads. Except for a holiday job with the CRB in 1971-72 while studying engineering, I have never been
employed by a state organisation. What I decry is the loss of a centralised store of critical knowledge and
expertise, owned by the community through a well-resourced independent, state government road authority].
25
Given the reality of the diagrams on page 23 (that engineering treatments are the most effective way to
counter road user error), the importance of safe road design and traffic management, vehicle safety standards,
promotion of community safety and other tasks, VicRoads has to be the most important agency.
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This is not simply a ‘skills shortage’ issue that can be solved by importing skills. It is the loss
of experience and skills that VicRoads once had, and the de-engineered culture that
replaced them. Experience cannot be restored overnight – it takes years or decades.
My conclusion is that with the invention and adoption of the Safe System within VicRoads
in 2004, the tipping point in skills- and experience-loss at that organisation had been
reached. With ‘the primacy of speed management’ under the Safe System in Australia
(OECD/ITF 2008, p 113), what need is there for engineering skills and experience when the
solution to road trauma is simply to slow everyone down. By 2015 it was not thought
necessary to include the state road authority in the launch of a state road safety strategy.
And now VicRoads has been absorbed into the Department of Transport – the ultimate
disappearing trick.
I agree with Anderson and Howard (Submission 45, page 3) that ‘Real partnerships with
significant authority to do things must be established’, but if the state road authority does
not have the engineering and other professional experience and skills to challenge current
Safe System dogma, what is the point?
While a specific Road Safety Department is important, I am talking about the widespread
provision of road safety-related engineering skills and experience throughout the state
road authority, so that day-to-day activities in road design, traffic management and
operations include those skills. If you take the approach that ‘We’ll import those skills
when we need them’, it become evident pretty quickly that the people who lack the skills
and experience don’t recognise when that time is.
We have come full circle (though the dance continues): Firstly in 1958 a separate Traffic
Commission was established (separate from the CRB, Country Roads Board). This was
upgraded in 1970 to RoSTA (the Road Safety and Traffic Authority). This was upgraded with
creation of the RTA, Road Traffic Authority in the 1980s. Then it turned sour: the RTA was
amalgamated with the RCA (Road Construction Authority) to become VicRoads. The deskilling and downsizing commenced. Eventually, even VicRoads’ Road Safety Department
was abolished. Recently Rural Roads Victoria was created (harking back to the Country
Roads Board) and now we have Road Safety Victoria (RSV), though it is not an independent
commission or authority, as the Traffic Commission and RoSTA were.
This downward turn of events since the 1980s is not confined to road safety. Barry Jones
(2011) describes it as ‘The rise of managerialism’ and ‘the triumph of the MBAs’, whereby
‘specialists were eased out’. Whether RSV is a positive step towards more effective road
safety outcomes is yet to be seen. But with its recently appointed Executive Director being
a qualified oceanographer with business management qualifications, the signs aren’t good.
Yet road safety cannot be the responsibility of one organization (for example, Road Safety
Victoria). It needs to be a part of the everyday functions and activities of all road
authorities (and others). Those skills need to be in-house. There are countless consulting
companies that will tell government agencies they have all the capabilities in road safety,
as in all other fields. But if the skills don’t exist in-house, how will an agency know if it is
getting effective and cost-effective advice?
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Examples
Here are some examples of what happens when a state road authority is hollowed out:


Instead of having evidence-based speed management guidelines, VicRoads now has
guidelines that allow just about any speed limit on any road. Typically, there are
few road safety engineering skills in local government. This used not to matter
when those skills were plentiful in VicRoads. But now, when local government (due
to local pressures) seeks to have the speed limit reduced on a Council road,
VicRoads invariably accedes to that request, as ‘it’s their road’.



After the results of the City of Yarra 30 km/h local area trial (see page 26), VicRoads
should have told the Council to remove the 30 km/h signs. This has not happened.



A decade or so ago a
truck ran into a freight
train in pre-dawn fog
on a state road, causing
an enormous derailment. The truck driver
was killed. An investigation (not by the ATSB,
Australian Transport
Safety Bureau) showed
that the warning signs
on the approach to the
crossing were worn
out, with no effective reflectivity; they were effectively invisible in darkness. An
inspection of traffic signs on other state roads in the area showed the problem was
widespread. Evidently there were inadequate inspection processes in place to
identify this critical, but easily rectifiable, road safety hazard across the region.



In 1990 new state guidelines were published, setting out warrants for the use of
Stop signs, in the place of Give Way signs. These guidelines were developed by a
widely-representative working group, in response to the ineffective over-use of
Stop signs. These new guidelines were adopted nationally in 1994 as an Australian
Standard26. A majority of jurisdictions in Victoria have failed to implement the 1990
warrants. When, in 2015 I wrote to VicRoads pointing out the 25 years of inaction,
and requesting they instruct Councils and other road authorities to bring their use
of Stop signs into line with the Standard, the inane written response I got from
VicRoads suggested that perhaps the Standard should be revised to permit a
greater use of Stop signs.

26

The 1990 warrants will typically result in far fewer than 5% of control signs being Stop. The rest are Give
Way. The pre-1990 warrants resulted in about 90% of control signs being Stop. Needless to say, few drivers
stopped at them. Surveys I have undertaken show that more drivers stop at Give Way signs – where Give Way
is the predominant control – than ever stop at Stop signs where Stop is the predominant control. In other
words, advising drivers where the controlled location is, then trusting them to respond appropriately, results
in more drivers using caution. I.e. it improves safety. This was explained in my 2015 letter to VicRoads.
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Conclusion
There is a strategic issue for your committee to deal with: is governance in Victoria
(including its road safety program) going to be supported by high technical excellence (as it
once was, but is no longer), or will it continue in this counterproductive and inefficient
way, where fashions like the dogma of the Safe System are supported by what Jones
(2011) calls ‘the dogma of managerialism’?
So long as people believe that the Safe System, as implemented through Towards Zero, is
going to achieve the desired road safety outcomes – including the complete elimination of
fatalities and serious injuries on our roads – what need is there for engineering and other
professional expertise and experience? The answers lie in that circular diagram at the top
of page 12. This is group think.
But if you, as a parliamentary committee, believe that road safety actions should be:
 evidence-based,
 effective in their crash reduction and severity reduction outcomes,
 cognisant of other community objectives (see pages 14-15), and
 cost-effective
- then that requires an end to managerialism. It requires having a state road authority with
adequate numbers of people with sufficient expertise and experience in the engineering,
scientific and other professional areas relevant to road safety.
Rather than having a single Department of Transport that produces a ‘managed’ uniform
view on any road safety topic (or other topic), what is needed is well-resourced,
independent government organisations that are able to view road safety from different
perspectives and have robust discussions that lead to robust public policy.
Recommendations:








Acknowledge that the current road and traffic functions of VicRoads/DoT are
hollowed out and nowhere near adequate for reasonable levels of safety to be
achieved on our road system.
Re-establish the separate state road authority of VicRoads.
Adequately fund and resource VicRoads – not just with money for projects, but
with funding for an adequate number of professional technical staff.
Conduct an independent inquiry to establish the scale and extent of all necessary
professional expertise required in the state road authority for road safety and all
other road- and traffic-related functions to be carried out effectively – and include
the causes and effects of the de-engineering and downsizing of VicRoads over the
past 30 years.
Act on the findings of the inquiry.

Item 10, on the next three pages, is included to illustrate some of the impediments to
creating a safer road system in Victoria under the current circumstances.
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This would reduce the capacity of the intersection in peak periods. But as the vast majority
of these crashes were outside the peak hours, the problem would be largely solved by
preventing filtering off-peak and using active, flashing signs in the peak periods.
Can the Safe System Fix This Problem?
How can the Safe System fix this problem? The Safe System is only concerned with fatal and
serious injury crashes – and they are only a quarter of the problem here30. Also, the Safe
System is primarily concerned with reducing the severity of crashes through the
management of kinetic energy. Yet no amount of trying to slow down vehicles to reduce the
kinetic energy will fix it.
It is a clear case of unfamiliar drivers being led into a trap due to (unintentionally) misleading
information: they are expected to apply the ‘Give way to oncoming traffic’ Road Rule in a
circumstance where the need to apply it is not at all evident. In other words, the decision is
beyond the ability of the human mind to process without prior experience. To overcome the
serious injury crashes (five of the 21) the whole crash problem needs to be addressed. The
solution is to prevent ‘filtering’ and thus not require drivers to make a complex decision
based on inadequate and misleading information.
The Safe System’s core of ‘Human tolerance to physical force’ is irrelevant to an effective
solution. But the Safety Star System (page 10) includes in its core ‘the limits of the human
mind’ to process information, and it includes ‘Understanding road user behaviour’, ‘Adequate crash data’, ‘In-depth crash analysis’ and ‘Resources’ (Funding for enough skilled
practitioners, education and training for practitioners). Here is where the solution lies.
The Problems with Road Safety that This Example Illustrates











The Safe System approach (and its implementation through the Towards Zero
strategy) is unable to fix the state’s worst blackspot.
The unacknowledged alternative ‘Safety Star System’ approach would encourage
and permit an effective solution if it was the adopted strategy.
The gross under-resourcing of professional engineering staff numbers at VicRoads
has a direct consequence in greater crash numbers and severities. There are simply
not enough professionals to do the required tasks.
The loss of experienced engineering professionals in VicRoads, due to downsizing
by all state governments over the past 30 years is having a direct consequence in
greater crash numbers and severities. Experience takes decades to accrue.
There is a lack of appropriate skills in VicRoads to deal with crash problems on our
roads. These skills should be within the state road authority and not just with a
handful of private consultants.
Poor skill levels are being made worse by the misguided adventure into the Safe
System, because staff learn dogma rather than effective evaluative skills.
Training in road safety engineering fundamentals and how to use crash data is
effectively non-existent. What training there is, is skewed to the Safe System.

30

It’s even worse for the second crash problem in the table on page 36: none of the five casualty crashes there
are ‘serious’, so that issue wouldn’t rate any intervention under the Safe System.
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